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OVERVIEW

Spacious and bright 126 m² apartment with 2 double
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a 40 m² living-dining room and a
spectacular communal terrace for sale in a unique
modernist building in Barcelona.

This apartment is located on the fourth floor of an eclectic estate from 1876 located
at the intersection of Diputación and Bruc streets, unique for its characteristics and
one of the most beautiful in Eixample. It is presented in perfect condition and has an
elevator.

The house has an area of 126 m² distributed in a 40 m² living-dining room, an
independent kitchen, an interior master bedroom with a private bathroom and a
large dressing room, another large double bedroom, exterior, with access to a
balcony and another complete bathroom. .

One of the characteristics that makes this house unique is the fact that the living-
dining room communicates with a cozy glazed gallery facing south, where we have
spectacular views of a good part of the Eixample.

The flat was renovated approximately 15 years ago and would benefit from some
updates. However, it is in very good condition and could be moved in directly without
major problems, since it is sold partially furnished.

The terrace of the building is for community use and is in perfect condition, with
impressive views of the city of Barcelona.

It should be noted that right in front of our building we can access a SABA car park
where we find ample parking spaces for rent.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn32847

Lift, Wooden flooring, Natural light,
Modernist building, Communal terrace,
Walk-in wardrobe, Views, Transport nearby,
Heating, Exterior, Equipped Kitchen,
Chill out area, Built-in wardrobes, Balcony,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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